
logenomelako 

(Labris, II, 3 – April 1964)

logenomelako is the title of  a series of  three poems, included in the April ’64 issue of  Labris. It 
actually consists of  three separate poems, a first 2-part poem carrying the title logenomelako 
itself  and occupying two pages, a second one called lajifogaloni lijofagolino, and a third one 
with the title TITETOTITETalaT.

***

True to lve’s “word-root” technique, logenomelako consists of  three roots, which can be 
recognised on the first page of  the eponymous poem at the top of  each of  its three columns 
or strophes: loge is the Greek word logos (word, speech, language, spirit), nome both the Greek 
nomos (law) and the Latin nomen (name, with the corresponding Germanic root), and lako 
refers to the Latin locus (place) and the Sanskrit loka (world). 

The place, the world, of  the law of  the word. What poetry is – but more than poetry: as the 
beginning of  John’s Gospel contends, creation itself.

The two-page poem permutes the six consonants and the three vowels in various 
combinations, revealing fascinating associations for the polyglot reader, among which ego (I), 
nem (take in Dutch, divide in Greek), oka and lok (oculus, eye in Latin, look), malek (king, angel 
in Hebrew, Arabic), kalos (beautiful in Greek) etc.

***

The second poem does not reveal its message easily. Leaving its title, lajifogaloni lijofagolino, 
provisionally aside, we find in the poem’s main body several permutations of  the name johan 
(John in Dutch); yet it should probably not be understood as a poem about a living person 
(as lve occasionally wrote), but rather implies the Hebrew meaning of  the name Johan, i.e. 
“God gives, bestows grace” (Yoh-anan); we find its first mention (as johan) combined with the 
word ora (Latin for pray). 

This combination is then followed by the enigmatic series of  consonants T, S, V, M, in the 
vertical word YTASOVYM. The most plausible reading of  this word seems to be an anagram 
of  the famous Sanskrit Tat Tvam Asi (“That Art Thou”) dear to lve; to quote Wikipedia’s for 
once excellent explanation: “the meaning of  this saying is that the Self  – in its original, pure, 
primordial state – is wholly or partially identifiable or identical with the Ultimate Reality 
that is the ground and origin of  all phenomena”. God gives and bestows grace, which is that 
you are yourself  His ultimate reality. 

ora (pray!) then allows us to understand the title. Its two components, lajifogaloni and 
lijofagolino, crossing at the letter g, seemingly cut the title in two halves: lajifo / lijofa and 
galoni / golino. As lve repeatedly worked with a ‘synthetic’ 16-letter Latin alphabet, in which 
for instance j and i are considered to be one letter, as are v and u, the presence of  j in the first 
half  points to a Dutch origin, in which language diphthongs and lengthened vowels abound: 
to lief (dear, cherished, sweetheart) and lijf (body). The second part then reveals itself  as a 
permutation of  engel (angel). The content of  the poem thus becomes a prayer addressed to 
or made by its beloved “body-angel” or guardian angel, who is its sweet-bodied angel as 
well. The “God bestows” of  johan would then also refer to the apostle, which, in hindsight, 
justifies the reading of  the series’ title as a reference to the beginning of  John’s Gospel.

lve did inscribe himself  in the esoteric traditions of  world religions.
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***

The brief  title of  the third and final poem, in which TIT, TET, TOT and TIT are written as  
a square with the T’s at the vertices circumscribing ala, yields TalaT, which is clearly a 
permutation of  the Dutch taal (language). The TIT/TOT/TET/TIT eludes the a but 
encloses it in its “language”, so that we again have a subtle reference to the “that” which 
“thou art”, linking this poem to the second one, as well as to the first one, the “place of  the 
law of  the word”.

The body of  the poem is then, akin to the first poem, a play with just four consonants (B, T, 
S, R) and three vowels (i, o, e). Many meaningful permutations may come to mind, but a 
clue to the core meaning is given by an intentional irregularity in the poem. 

As a rule, lve’s permutations of  the synthetic alphabet yield regular alternations of  vowel 
and consonants, as in the poem’s first horizontal line bitosi tototite sirebosose; yet, two diagonal 
words produce awkward combinations: etetiresoTb and rTitetoto. These “unsingable” 
consonant clusters signal the core word: a little hexagon of  letters with the T in its centre: 
clock-wise orobisT, or counter-clockwise osiborT. 

The poem is an orbis: an orb, a globe, a world, a sphere, a circle. An orbis T also, an orbis 
Terrarum: the earth, and the object of  creation, the loka of  the first poem.

But the orobisT / osiborT is also a “synthetic” anagram of  the Dutch word borst (breast, chest), 
harking back to the taal (language) included in the title. 

Graphical, “lettristic” in the literal sense though these poems are, they were indeed also 
conceived as esoteric sound poetry, and hence  “lettristic”in the sense intended by Isidore 
Isou, the French poetic inventor whom lve used to hold in high regard. The language of  
prayer to Ultimate Reality also comes from the poet’s singing body: the world sings through 
his language, located in his chest. His prayer also comes from the borst as breast: the melako 
included in the series’ title may indeed also encapsulate melk (Dutch for milk); the poet’s is a 
nurturing body.

Within the “body” of  the poem, within its globe and chest, we then find, as in the first 
poem, a totale taal (“total language”) of  wonderful permutations: the tot of  the title of  course 
recalls the Latin totus (whole), but the tit is just what it is in English, as is, with the same 
meaning, the Antwerp-dialect tet (influenced by French téter, suckle). We may, freely 
associating with the consonants, dig up the English “burst” (barst in Dutch), but more 
striking is the repeated play with the consonants of  eros, rest and best (all three words existing 
with the same meaning in Dutch (rest, though, only as residue)).

More sophisticated combinations appear with the consonants of  esoteris (lve’s spelling for 
esoterisch, esoteric), serie (series), and near the end an insistent play on robot — which lve knew 
to be derived from and understood as the Slavonic rabotat’ (to work), and would, on the basis 
of  the synthetic alphabet, anyhow identify with the Dutch arbeid (work). 

Finally, the orbis’s “whole and total” of  tot would not be whole if  it did not also mean 
“death”, as in German Tot and Dutch dood; capital T did have that meaning for lve, who was  
fond of  recalling its final position, as tau, in the order of  the Hebrew alphabet. 

“Language” and the “place and world of  the law of  the word” is inextricably bound to this 
finality; hence this third poem is also the last of  the three. 
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